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WINTER TERM CALENDAR

Monday, October 9Friday, October 13

Early registration for Off-Campus Group Studies

Wednesday, October 25

Completed forms for individual Off-Campus Projects
due in the Office of the Provost

Wednesday, October 25Friday, November 3

Preregistration for winter and spring terms -preregister with your advisor

Wednesday, November 15

Notice of approval or rejection of Individual OffCampus Projects

Friday, November 3

Preregistration forms due in Office of the Registrar
by 4:00 P.M.

Friday, November 3Monday, November 2 7

Winter and spring preregistration forms to be processed
by Office of the Registrar

Monday, November 27

Students receive status reports for winter and spring
term courses

Monday, January 8

Winter term classes begin

Thursday, January 11

Winter Term Lecture Series, 7: 30 P. M.

Monday, January 16

Last date to notify Registrar of intent to take winter
term courses Credit/No Credit, or to drop one with W

Thursday, January 18

Winter Term Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M.

Thursday, January 25

Winter Term Lecture Series, 7: 30 P .M.

Thursday, February 1

Winter Term Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M.

Wednesday, February 7

Winter term classes end.

I GENERAL INFORMATION
Introduction
Winter term is designed to provide a different type of learning experience than the fall
and spring terms, With concentration on one subject, you will have more opportunity to
work "on your own," and to explore areas of learning which do not fit into the longer
terms. During this period, you may stay on campus and take an intensive course, a directed
study or an independent study, or choose to work off-campus in an off-campus group study
or an individual off-campus project. Regardless of the nature of the study, each student
is expected to devote a minimum of 40 hciui's 'pet ·week to 'his or her academic work. No
student may register for more than one course or independent study project during the
winter term. It is hoped that you will take full advantage of the winter term as an opportunity to explore a field in depth.
Please take time to 'read this booklet carefully, It contains information on all of the
various opportunities offered during the winter term, It is organized into four main
sections: On-Campus -Courses, Off-Campus Group Studies, Individual Off-Campus Projects
and a special section on engineering at Washington University in St. Louis. The first
section on On-Campus Courses is further divided by division and then by department. There
will be a few additional On-Campus Courses which we will publicize at a later date in an
addendum to this catalog.
All important dates regarding the winter te·rm are summarized on the back inside cover of
this booklet, Please refer to this calendar and make note of any dates that will affect
your plans for the oncoming winter term.
Types of Opportunities
On-Campus Courses
The On-Campus Courses described in this catalog are classified as Intensive Courses (IC),
Directed Studies (DS), or Independent Studies (IS).
There are no exact definitions which can be used to distinguish the Intensive Courses
from the Directed Studies. However, in general, the Intensive Courses follow a more
traditional format than the Directed Studies, The Intensive Courses usually include a
substantial amount of lecture and/or laboratory time with the instructor and employ
evaluation methods similar to those used during the fall , and spring terms. Many of the
Directed Studies are designed to prepare the student, through a gradual process, to
assume more responsibility and self-direction in his or her academic work. Interaction
between the instructor and the stude!lts will take place through a combination of group
instruction and individual conferences, and students will be required to carry out some
kind of individual project.
Since many of the courses marked either IC or DS employ· a combination of these two formats, the best way to determine the true nature of the teaching methods employed in a
particular study is to see the instructor. However, it is important to note that students
in The Honors Degree Program may not use an Intensive Course to satisfy the Directed
Study requirement of that program.
The Independent Study is a research course based on one student and his or her project
and one instructor working with that student. In addition to the Independent Studies
listed in this catalo.g, a student may arrange for an Independent Study by conferring with
an instructor in the field in which he or she desires to work. A student planning to do
an Independent Study should carefully work out a proposal for his or her research before
the beginning of the winter term. Individual conferences between the instructor and the
student should be scheduled on a regular basis, The instructor and the student should
agree on the nature of the final paper and the submission deadline,
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Off-Campus Study
For the general student who wishes to study off-campus, we have four different types of
opportunities: Off-Campus Group Studies, Individual Off-Campus Projects, Engineering
Courses at Washington University at St. Louis, and a student exchange with Colgate
University.

An Off-Campus Group Study is essentially the same type of course as an On-Campus Directed
Study, differing in its location as an on-site laboratory and having a research emphasis
other than the library or scientific laboratory. It affords the student an opportunity
for broadened instruction, both from the instructor and from the personnel living in the
areas being visited. Although the "tour concept" is inherent in a group study, its experiences will involve far more than sight-seeing. It includes definite academic requirements to be met in addition to group discussion and individual conferences. The specific
requirements are related directly to the purpose of the study; however, most of these
courses do include some kind of an independent project.
Individual Off-Campus Winter Term Projects are similar in nature to the On-Campus Independent Studies; however, they provide the student with the opportunity to make use of
the resources of the host organization in his or her independent research. A student
working on such an off-campus project must have a ,p roposal approved by a faculty sponsor,
a representative of the host organization and a faculty review committee, The evaluation
of the project is performed by both the h.o st organization and the faculty sponsor.
Pre-engineering students are provided with the opportunity to take engineering courses
during the winter term th.rough a coope'rat±ve agreement with Washington University at
St, Louis. Students part±cipat±ng ±n this program w-±11 enroll in one of the six twoweek intensive courses at Washington University and receive course credit from Rollins
College. For details on this program and course descriptions see Section IV of this
catalog.
Arrangements have been made for a W'.tnte'r term exchange of students between Rollins
College and Colgate University, located in Hamilton, N.Y •. Any Rollins students interested in this exchange should gd to the Office of the Provost to apply. Additional
information on th:1:s program and Colgate course listings are also available at that office.
General Education Requirements
Courses which satisfy the new general education requirements for students who enter the
college as of fall term 1978 or after are designated by the appropriate area symbols
within the course listings and course descriptions, The only general education requirements that can be satisfied during the winter term are Composition Reinforcement, designated by the symbol "R"; Quantitative Reasoning, designated by the symbol "Q"; Knowledge
of Other Cultures, designated by the symbol "C"; and The Natural World, designated by
the symbol "N".
For those students who entered the college before the fall term of 1978, the courses
marked with the symbol "N" can also be used to satisfy the laboratory portion of the old
science distribution requirement and the courses designated by the symbol "Q" can be used
to satisfy the non-laboratory portion of the science requirement. Courses designated
with an asterisk (*) or a "C" may be used to satisfy the old culture requirement.
Registration Procedure
We will conduct a combined winter and spring preregistration from October 25 through
November 3, with the final registration for both winter and spring in the Field House on
Saturday, December 2. However, for those students who are planning an Off-Campus Group
or Independent Study, the approval procedure will start before the regular preregistration.
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Those students planning to do an Ind;l,yidual Off-Campus Project should begin the approval
procedure described in Section IV of this booklet immediately, since the completed forms
must be received in the Office of the Provost by October 25, Students will receive
notice on whether their project has been accepted or rejected by November 15,
We will hold an early registration for Off-Campus Group Studies from October 9 through
October 13, Those students interested in participating in one of these studies, which
are described in Section III of this catalog, should first meet with the instructor
conducting this study to discuss the itinerary, cost and academic requirements. To
register for one of these studies, the student simply picks up a card from the instructor
and submits it to the Registrar's Office, The student will then receive a receipt which
should be submitted to his or her adviser during the regular preregistration procedure,
Students planning to do an On-Campus Independent Study should pick up an Independent
Study Proposal form from the Registrar's Office, complete it and submit it with the
other forms to his or her adviser during the regular preregistration procedure. Be
sure to make copies. of this form for you and your instructor.
Students who wish to register for an On-Campus Intensive Course or Directed Study should
see their adviser between October 25 and November 3, and select three winter term courses
in order of priority. Courses which require cori.serit must be signed by the instructor
in the appropriate place on the Course Request ·form. Students will also select their
spring term courses during this period. The advis-er will not sign the Course Request
forms unless the student has chosen winter and spring term courses, All of these forms
will be submitted to the Registrar's Office by the adviser by 4:00 P ,M,, November 3,
Course selection forms which have not been completed in time for the adviser to meet
this deadline will be processed after all other forms- are processed, Winter and spring
term selections will be processed b·y the Registrar• s 1:Jffice f't'om November 3 th't'ough
November 27. Students will receive status- 't'eporte- for their winter and spring courses
by November 27.
Final registration for winter and spring terms, w-;tll be held in the Field House on
December 2, Students w-ill receive a lia-ttng of newly opened a,ect;ions and notification
of any alterations· to their original schedule. Tl\ey may then drop and/or add classes
for winter and spring terms,
Winier Term Grading
With the exception of Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus Projects, all
courses offered during the winter term are on a regular graded basis, However, if both
the instructor and the student agree, the course may be taken as CREDIT/NO CREDIT, provided the student notifies the Regfstrar in writing by the end of the first week of the
winter term.
Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus Projects are on a CREDIT/NO CREDIT
basis; however, if both the student and the instructor agree, the study may be taken for
a letter grade. In this case, the instructor simply forwards the letter grade to the
Registrar at the end of the term without prior notification.
A winter term course taken on a CREDIT/NO CREDIT basis is not counted toward the four
such courses which may be taken in the fall or spring terms; however, it must be an
elective. The only exception is that an Off-Campus Group Study to a foreign country
taken as CREDIT/NO CREDIT may be used to meet the 'Foreign Culture requirement for ·students
who entered the college before the fall of 1978, if designated by an asterisk(*) or a
"C" in the course listings. If a student who entered the college as of the fall term of
1978 or after wishes to take an Off-Campus Group Study designated by the e-ymbol "C'' to
satisfy the Knowledge of Other Cultures requirement, he or she must make arrangements to
take that study on a graded basis,
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ROLLINS COLLEGE
1979 WINTER TERM LECTURE SERIES
THE IMPLICATIONS OF A STEADY STATE

A Four-Part Lecture Series Supported By
The Gordon .T. Barnett Foundation

The 1979 Rollins College Wint.er Term Lecture Series will address the biophysical,
economic, social and ethical issues associated with a steady-state economic model.
With the realization that our suppl i es of natural resources, especially fossil fuels,
are limited and are being depleted at a rapid rate, interest in an economic model in
which a constant stock of material goods and people are maintained over time has increased.
The fact that the rapid economic growth that has been experienced by the industrial societies can be maintained only with large supplies of resources has caused many natural scientists, social scientists and humanists to consider the implications of limits to growth.
Three speakers have been invited to address these issues from their own perspectives :
Herman E. Daly, Professor of Economics at Louisiana State University ; Kenna Taylor, a member of our Economics Department; and Edwa'l"d Scheer, a member of our Biology Department.
In addition, faculty from various departments of the College will be selected as respondents
to these lectures.
Herman E. Daly is a nationally renowned writer and speaker who was the editor of a
1973 volume on environmental economics entitled, "Toward a Steady-State Economy," and the
author of a 1977 book, "Steady-State Economics."

In addition, Dr. Daly has published an

impressive list of articles in professional journals.
Much of Dr. Daly's research centers on the characteristics and desirability of a
steady-state economy which he conceives of as a subsystem of a steady-state ecosystem.

His

model implies that traditional economic concepts are, and should be, subordinate to more
fundamental biophysical principles and ethical goals.

Daly's work addresses· public policy

issues in the areas of economic growth, pollution abatement, ener·g y use, and population
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growth,

For example, he proposes a policy of maximum and minimum income, and maximum

wealth,

Before becoming a professor of economics at Louisiana State University, Dr. Daly

taught at Vanderbilt University, and was a Ford Foundation Visiting Professor at the
University of Cear' a in Brazil during the 1967-68 academic year,

In 1970 he was a Research

He attended the 1972 Stockholm Environmental Conference, and

Associate at Yale University,

in 1972 was appointed to a three-year term on the National Academy of Sciences Committee on
Mineral Resources and the Env;tronment,
Kenna Taylor is a social scientist who has been a member of the Department of Economics
at Rollins College since 1974,
West Liberty State College,

Before coming to 'Rollins Mr, Taylor taught for two years at

He was named an Arthur Vining Davis Fellow for the 1977-78

academic year for his outstanding teaching,
and methodology in the social sciences,

His interests include environmental economics

He is currently working on the application of

economic concepts to personal decision making.
Edward Scheer is an associate professor of biology in his eighteenth year of teaching
at Rollins College,

He bas served as the head of the Biology Department and was instru-

mental in form:tng the Environmental Studiesmajo-r, serving as the first coordinator of this
program from 1971 th:r ough_ 1975,

Re is- interested in a broad range of environmental issues,

such as population impact, protection of productive areas and resources, and achieving a
balance between growth and quality of life,

'Mr, Scheer has been vitally involved in envi-

ronmental issues within the community and presently serves as a board member of the Florida
Conservation Foundation,
The schedule of the Winter Term Lecture Series is given below.

The panel discussion

to be presented on the evening of Thursday, February 1, will be led by Mr. Taylor, Mr. Scheer
and some of the respondents to the earlier lectures; they will evaluate and summarize the
major issues raised in the previous discussions.
the Bush Science Center Auditorium.

Each, lecture will start at 7:30 p.m. in

The faculty and students of Rollins College are encour-

aged to take part in this important series; it is also open to the public.

The audience

will be invited to comment on the issues presented by speakers and respondents at each of
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the lectures.

SCHEDULE OF LECTURES
Wednesday, January 10.

713Q p.m.

Herman E. Daly

Thursday, .3'anuary- 18

7130 p.m.

Kenna

Thursday, January 25

7130

p.m.

Edward W. Scheer

Thursday, February 1

7130 p.m.

Panel Discussion
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c.

Taylor

II

ON-,.CAMPVS COURSES

This section includes course listings and course descriptions for all On-Campus Intensive Courses and Directed Studies. It is organized by division and then by department .

EXPRESSIVE ARTS DIVISION
Art
Al92
A-BH 294C
A 390

~

Quilts:

History, Design, Practical
Application
Art and Culture. History of the Mediterranean
Area (Hellenistic and Roman World)
The Relief Print: Woodcut and Wood
Consent
Engraving

Communications
CM 202
Interpersonal Communications

IC

IC
IC

Consent

IC

Consent
Consent
Consent

IC
IC
IC

Area Instructor
Hallam

*

Woods
Peterson

Planck

Music
MU 111
MU 193
MU 198

Music As Sound
The Rise of Russian Music
Life and Music of J. s. Bacn

Theatre Arts
TA 190
A Multi-Media Expression of the Black
Experience
TA 198/298/ Theatre Workshop
398

*

Gallo/Carlo
Brockman
Woodbury

DS

Storer

Consent

IC

Amlund/
Neilson

I Wanted to Write a Poem
Consent
The Image of Hollywood in American Fiction Consent
Creative Reality, or How to Watch Television
The Art of Biography
Gothic Horror
Putting on Shakespeare
Themes in World Drama
American and European Short Novels
Consent
Analyzing Language with the Aid of the
Computer

DS
DS
IC
DS
IC
DS
DS
IC
DS

MacKenzie
Pastore
O'Sullivan
Cohen
Ser
Nordstrom
Dorsett
Hamilton
Phelan

HUMANITIES DIVISION
English ·
E 194
E 291
E 259
E 269
E 279
E 296
E 298
E 392
E 393

Foreign Language
FR 390

Etude de Style

Philosophy and Religion
PH 196
Mediums, Mystics and Meditation
PH 197
Personal Philosophy
PH 290
The Unconscious
R 195
Readings in Western Religion
R 291
Intimacy and the Future of Marriage
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Consent

DS

Consent

DS
DS
IC
DS
IC

Consent
Consent

*

Lancaster

Edge
Wavell
Salisbury
Darrah
Wettstein

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS DIVISION
Biology
B 112
B 391

Biological Aspects of Nutrition
Vertebrate Histology and Microtechnique

IC
DS

N
N

Staff
Small

Chemist!)'.
ES-C 110
C 399

Chemistry and the Environment
Instrumental Analysis

IC
IC

N
N

Hellwege
Ridgway

Mathematics and Statistics
Consumer Mathematics
Inductive Methods in Mathematics
Independent Study in Mathematics and
Computer Programming

Consent

IC
IC
DS
IS

Q
Q
Q
Q

Roth
Skidmore
Naleway
Bowers

Mathematics
M 191
M 192
M 193
M 399/499

Physics
P 195

J

Consent

IC

N

Mulson

Environmental Studies
Environmental Geology
ES-G 294

Consent

IC

N

Scheer

Science
SC 160

Consent

IC

Q

Carson/Ross

Behavioral Science
Consent
Archaeological Field Methods
BH 192
Consent
Gay Sexuality
BH 279
The Peoples Republic of China
Consent
BH 290
Systems Psychology in Business and Industry Consent
BH 390
Florida's
Environment
Consent
BH 391
Consent
BH 397/497 Field Experience

IC
IC
DS
DS
DS
IS

Electronics

Computers in the Sciences

SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION

Economics and Business Administration
EC 102
Personal Economics
EC 308
Investments
Mathematical Economics
EC 390
History of Economical Analysis
EC 395
BA 390
Marketing Research and Decision Making
Accounting for Non-Business Majors
BA 392
BA 490
Business and Society: Environment and
Responsibility
Forecasting for Management
BA 491
Education
ED 191
ED 291
ED 292
His to!)'.
H 190
H-PO 290

·c

Stewart
Jones
Weiss
Ray
Harblin
Burnett

Consent

IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC

Taylor /Kenison
Evans
Slemmer
Hales
Dasse
McCall
Vincze

Consent

IC

Hepburn

Speed Reading Through the Liberal Arts
Directed Observation and Participation
Field Experience in Special Education

Consent
Consent
Consent

IC
DS
DS

Stevens
McAleer
Kahn

How to Write a Research Paper
The Development of American Political
Culture

Consent

DS
IC
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Consent

R

Lane
Lairson/
Williams

I
t

:'I

Political Science
PO 390
The Politics of the Third World

Consent

IC

Consent

IC

C

Valdes

Library
L 101

How To Find Out
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Larsen/
Staff

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Winter Term 1979

ART
QUILTS: HISTORY, DESIGN, PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Ms. Hallie Lu Hallam
Office: Cornell 105

A 192

(IC)

Course Description: The patchwork quilt and the later applique quilt are American
contributions to art. The history of the quilt will be explained and design motifs and
variations will be examined through the use of slides and actual demonstrations. Students will be asked to work out a series of their own patchwork designs on paper, and
will be required to complete several actual quilt squares in traditional patchwork and
original applique designs.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation w-ill be based upon outside assignments, class
and conference discussions, and the actual completed squares.
Class Meetings: Classes will meet Monday through Thursday afternoons for one to
two hours daily.
First Class Meeting: 1 P,M. Monday in Cornell 116.

ART AND CULTURE.
Dr. Daniel Woods

HISTORY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA
Office:

A.-BH 294C

(IC)

Course Description: A study of the spread of Greek (Hellenic) ideas eastward to
India and westward to the Atlantic by Alexander the Great; the meaning of the term
"Hellenistic" as the concept of the "one-world" vision first appears and of the term
"baroque" as it first appears in Western art; the growth of Stoic, Epicurean, and Cynic
philosophy as the Greek world becomes Roman. The Etruscan, Greek, and Italic background
of the Roman world are revealed in a study of its architecture, sculpture, painting,
coins and pottery. Changing concepts in the Mediterranean a rea from the death of Alexander in 323 B. C. to the age of Constantine in the IVth century will be examined using
the art-historical method, illustrated by slides.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on an oral report of individual
research, a final slide examination, and a properly researched, foot-noted term paper
with bibliography.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for 2-hour slide lectures three times weekly.
Individual conferences and informal group discussions will be scheduled as required.
First Class' Meeting: 9 A.M. 'Monday in Cornell 116.

THE RELIEF PRINT:
Mr. Thomas Peterson

WOODCUT AND WOOD ENGRAVING
A 390
Office: Cornell 107A

(IC}

Course Description: This is a course which will accollllllodate both the beginning
and advanced printmaker in the study of the two relief print processes which -begin with
the cutting (plank-grain) and engraving (end-grain) of woodblocks. Although they have
many characteristics in common, the two processes represent inferently different technical, temperamental and expressive tendencies. Together they offer the student a considerable range of experience which can be helpful in the definition of personal aesthetic
goals. Following an introduction to the history and technique of the relief processes,
students will execute 3 to 5 original designs in wood and produce small printed editions
of each.
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Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will depend primarily on the student's grasp of
the essential visual characteristics of the print medium and on his or her ability to
realize in their own work formal and imaginative qualities appropriate to the medium.
Individual growth and development, attention to the research and design phases of the
work, and technical proficiency are additional factors which will influence evaluation.
Class Meetings: Daily independent conferences are the primary means of instruction,
and students will be expected to devote approximately 15 to 20 hours per week outside of
class to reading, theme research and design preparation,
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Cornell 107.

COMMUNICATIONS
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Mrs. Carolyn Planck

CM 202
Office:

(IC)
Cnnmner 14

Course Description: This will be guided as a course centering about discussion
and sharing by members of the class. Topics and study guides will be provided, readings
in text and supplementary materials will be required, and participation in all activities
will be essential. Areas to be covered are self concept, perception, language, feedback,
non-verbal communication, listening, feelings, conflict, behavior patterns, and cultural,
small group and dyadic communication, This course aims to develop an awareness of elements
and behaviors in personal communication to increase effectiveness at an interpersonal level.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will consist of a journal, papers, projects, a test,
and class participation.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for approximately three hours per day, four days
per week for informal sessions and for interaction exercises or discussion,
First Class Meeting: 9 A,M. Monday in French House.

MUSIC
MUSIC AS SOUND
Alphonse Carlo/William Gallo

MU 111
Offices:

(IC)
Keene 202 and 218

Course Description: Together with fellow students and the instructor, the goal of
musical perceptiveness is pursued through musical involvement, and the student is trained
to become an ACTIVE listener to music and a participant in creating musical experiences.
The course reaches out toward the music of all cultures and times, taking in music of
Africa and Asia along with Western folk music, jazz, rock, the standard concert repertory,
and the frontiers of composition today. All of these are explored for the features they
share: sound, time, rhythm, pitch, and the orderly effects of growth and structure.
Running through the step-by-step focus on each of these elements is the unifying concept
of tension and repose cycles, Each element is probed in terms of these ever-recurring
cycles that are central to whatever impact the music makes on us,
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on written and oral reports of
assigned topics, a series of research papers, and a series of tests on the mater"ial
studied in class.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week for two hours each afternoon.
In addition, individual conferences will be scheduled on a regular basis, and approximately 13 hours of listening per week to recorded music in the Multi-Media Listening Lab
will also be required.
First Class Meeting: 2 P .M. Monday in Rogers Room of Keene Hall.
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THE RISE OF RUSSIAN MUSIC
Mr. Thomas Brockman

MU 193
Office:

(IC)
Keene 221

Course Description: This course is a study of the development of Russian music from
1850 to the October Revolution of 1917. The music of Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, Borodin,
Scriabin, Rachmaninoff and Prokofiev will be considered. Novels of Turgeniv, Dostoevski,
and Tolstoi, in addition to selected plays by Chekhov, will be assigned.
Means for Evaluation: Written reports and research papers will be a requisite of
this course. Homework assignments will consist primarily in the reading of the novels
and plays.
Class Meetings: Clas·s will meet two hours daily four days per week, with some relief
time for the presentation of projects.
First Class Meeting:

LIFE AND MUSIC OF J. S. BACH
Dr. Ward Woodbury

MU 198
Office:

(IC)
Keene Hall

Course Description: This course is a study of the. music of J. S. Bach, achieved
through an examination of the composer's life and music. Classes will include intensive
listening and analysis of specific works to be featured at the annual Bach festival.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on tests covering text material
and listening assignments, as well as written reports on the Bach festival.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week for two hours each morning.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Keene 102.

THEATRE ARTS
A MULTI-MEDIA EXPRESSION OF THE BLACK EXPERIENCE
TA190
Mr. Jeff Storer
Office: Annie Russell Theatre

(DS)

Course Description: This is an attempt to express the black experience utilizing
all aspects of performing and visual arts: song,. dance, art, photography, poetry and
dramatic readings. Daily meetings will be concerned with formulation of and rehearsal for
an end-of-term "show-experience' exhibition, but performance skills are not requisites
for enrollment. Although enrollment by blacks is encouraged, the course is open to all
students.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on direct and indirect contributions
to the final project. Some written work will be required.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily for two to three hours, with some additional
evening rehearsals.
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Fred Stone Theatre.
THEATRE WORKSHOP
TA 198/298/398
(IC)
Office: Annie Russell Theatre
Mr. Dale Amlund
Mr. Steve Neilson
Course Description: This course is required of majors, open to all students, and
consists of practical work in the production of plays, touring of plays, basic stagecraft,
make-up, and acting. Work is conducted on a daily, prescribed work schedule.
Means for Evaluation: Work will be evaluated using a structured evaluation form,
reviewed by the theatre staff each week. The last week of the term involves in-depth
evaluation, including conference·s with each student.
Class Meetings: Class will meet three days weekly from 10 A.M. to 12 noon; daily
work sessions 1 P,M. to 5 P.M.; and individual conferences as the work demands.
First Class Meeting: 10 A,M. Monday in the Annie Russell Theatre.
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ENGLISH
I WANTED TO WRITE A POEM
Ms. Jean West

E 194
Office:

(DS)
Orlando 111

Course Description: This is a course in the writing of poetry for student1:1 who
are willing to take the creative process seriously. It is NOT a course for the casual.
The course objectives are to explore the creative process in some major poets and to
encourage students to conduct an excavation into their own.
Means for Evaluation: Students will choose one major poet to "live" with during the
term and will present this poet's work to the class. Students will co111111ent on the work
of fellow writers in workshop sessions, and will present a portfolio of original work at
the end of the term.
·
Class Meetings: Class will meet from 1 to 3 P .M. three times weekly for workshop
sessions, and there will be at least one individual conference weekly per student.
First Class Meeting: Tuesday at 1 P.M. in Orlando 106.

THE IMAGE OF HOLLYWOOD IN AMERICAN FICTION
E 291
Dr. Philip Pastore
Office: Orlando 110

(DS)

Course Description: This course will seek to assess the impact of Hollywood on
American culture through a study of certain novels and non-fiction writings. The various
"images" of the Hollywood experience, the vivid juxtaposition of appearance and reality
as it manifests itself in the film colony, and th.e image of American culture in the
large as it is made manifest in Hollywood will be the major subjects. Particular focus
will be on particular personalities· of the film colony. This course will not involve
study of films themselves,
Means for Evaluation: Grades will be based primarily on class participation and
a paper of 30 or so pages.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week from 10-12: 30 P .M. for the
first two and one-half weeks of the term. Thereafter, individual conferences will be
held as necessary, with several days of the final week devoted to student reports.
First Class Meeting: _10 A.M. Monday in Orlando 105,

CREATIVE REALITY, OR HOW TO WATCH TELEVISION
E 251
Dr. Maurice O'Sullivan
Office: Orlando 209

(IC)

Course Description: This course will deal with the ways television shapes its
materials. Although students will . look at the history and business of television, they
will be primarily concerned with developing a theory of what the medium can and cannot
do -- and what it has and has not done -- with news, drama, documentary, and talk shows.
Through a close e)!:amination of individual shows and writings on television, the class
will examine why television is what it is and what alternatives may exist . for it. In
addition to class discussions, there will be field trips and discussions with people
involved in broadcasting.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on the student I s performance on
two papers, an individual journal, a class journal, and a final examination.
Class Meetings: Class will meet three mornings per week for three-hour sessions
and by arrangement when necessary.
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THE ART OF BIOGRAPHY
Dr. Edward Cohen

E 269
Office:

(DS)
Orlando 112

Course Description: The objective of this course is to consider the biographical
pursuit as an art rather than as snooping among the remains of a life and arranging those
remains in chronological order. Students will investigate the qualities in human lives
that stir the biographic impulse; the processes by which biographers seek and discover
meaning in the lives of their subjects; and the social, intellectual, and psychological
implications of the biographic act. All students will be required to read and discuss
the principle theories of biography, to read and evaluate at least ten biographies of
their choice, and to introduce and outline a biography of a subject of their choice.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the quality of their contributions to class discussions, their brief written evaluations of ten biographies, and their
extended written introduction to a biographical effort of their own.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily, both morning and afternoon during the first
week and mornings thereafter, During the final week, informal meetings will be held to
discuss independent projects,
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 102.

GOTHIC HORROR
Dr. Cary Ser

E 279
Office:

(IC)
Orlando 107

Course Description: This course is a study of Gothic horror in the novel from
Monk Lewis through the 1970 1 s. Students will read approximately six novels and view
two or three films.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on tests given on each of the
novels,
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily from 10 A.M. until 12 noon.
First Class Meeting_: 10 A.M. Monday in Orlando 101.

PUTTING ON SHAKESPEARE
Dr. Alan Nordstrom

E 296
Office:

(DS)

Orlando 207

Course Description: Students will select a production program from the works of
Shakespeare, probably a pastiche of scenes, soliloquies, set speeches, songs and sonnets.
Parts and production duties will then be assigned, with the ultimate goal of mounting an
amateur performance of Shakespearean excerpts, to be played to the college connnunity at
the end of the winter term. Students will learn to read and express dramatic poetry
confidently, develop powers of memory, and learn to move easily and appropriately on the
stage. Much creativity and dedication will be necessary, but it should also be a lot of
ftm.
Means for Evaluation: Besides active involvement in the class project, each student
will complete a creative project independently.
Class Meetings: Class will meet every morning for approximately two hours, as well
as occasional afternoons and infrequent evenings.
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Orlando 206,
THEMES IN WORLD DRAMA
Dr. Wilbur Dorsett

E 298
Office:

(DS)
Orlando 108

Course Description: Each student will choose a theme (love, :marriage, war, dissent,
absurdism, etc.) and read a selection of plays from various periods of theatre history
to determine how the theme has been developed in various cultures. The course aims to
demonstrate how the tmiversal human themes have been dramatized in the good plays of
various periods- and cotmtries-,
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Means for Evaluation: Each student will slllIUilarize his or her findings in a descriptive and critical paper. Evaluation will be based on the worth of the term paper and the
oral report on the paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet three hours per day for the first, second, and
fifth weeks; during the third and fourth weeks, there will be approximately two conferences per week for each student while completing the reading and writing.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. in Orlando 106,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN SHORT NOVELS
Dr. John Hamilton
Office:

E 392
Orlando 211

(IC)

Course Description: This course is a study of American and European short novels as
literary expressions of two diverse cultures with some common roots. It aims to help
the student distinguish between various methods, strengths, and limitations of a popular
modern fictional form and learn to think and write critically about it, testing the
learning and experience with that of others in the class, Much emphasis will be placed
on oral classroom participation.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of their performance
on tests, homework assignments, written and oral reports, and one brief research paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily from 9:30 A.M. until 12 noon.
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A,M. Monday in Orl~do 201.

ANALYZING LANGUAGE WITH THE AID OF THE COMPUTER
E 393
Dr. Walter Phelan
Office: Orlando 109

(DS)

Course Description: This elementary computer course is designed to provide a
variety of majors with practical experience in computer programming as it relates to the
use of language texts in their own field, For example, .the sociologist or psychologist
who wishes to do content analysis, the anthropologist analyzing myths, and the foreign
language or English literature major interested in linguistic, stylistic, or semantic
analysis will be taught enough about the computer and BASIC-X to design and program a
research project, Students with computer experience may take the course as an independent study in Natural Language Applications,
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on their performance on a series
of short introductory assignments, a fully edited text, a program to extract the desired
information, and a research paper presenting the results,
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily for two-hour sessions during the first two
weeks, and two days weekly thereafter.
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A.M. Monday in Knowles 100,

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ETUDE DE STYLE
Dr. Patricia Lancaster

FR 390
Office:

(DS)
Hauck 207

Course Description: This course is designed to help intermediate and advanced
French students develop analytical skills which will enrich their understanding of
French literature, Students will become familiar with various critical approaches and
will refine their critical abilities.
Means for Evaluation: Grades will be based on oral and written explications and
on quizzes.
Class Meetings: Class will meet three times per week for two-hour sessions; in
addition, there will be individual conferences as necessary,
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Hauck 100,
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
MEDIUMS MYSTICS AND MEDITATION
PH 196
(DS)
Dr. Hoyt Edge
Office: French House 3A
Course Description: This course examines the intersection of parapsychology and
altered states of consciousness, using mysticism and meditation to exemplify the latter.
There will be two aspects of the course, namely experiential (in which the student will
be introduced to several different kinds of meditations, such as TM, Silva Mind Control,
Zen, Yoga, et at., and will be asked to practice one of them for 20 minutes per day
throughout the term) and academic ( in which the student will read literature in the
areas of parapsychology, mysticism and altered states of .consciousness).
Means for Evaluation: Quizzes will be given on each of the four books for the
course, and a paper will be required.
Class Meetings: Class will meet from 9 A.M. until 12:30 P.M. for the first three
weeks of the term, with individual conferences as necessary thereafter.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in French House.

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Bruce Wavell

PH 197
Office:

(DS)
Sullivan House

Course Description: This course is an exploration of the interrelationship between
man I s basic guiding values, his use of the earth's resources, and the possibilities for
human survival. Included will be an analysis of the primary goals of ancient religious
and philosophical traditions as well as those of modern society, and of how such goals
relate to everyday decision making processes that affect our use of the environment.
The various factors, both human and nonhuman, that contribute to problems of energy use,
hunger, land use, population, and pollution, will also be examined. Finally, students
will ask themselves whether or not it is possible for people today to readjust some of
their basic values in order to increase the chances of future generations for survival
at a higher level of existence.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of projects applying
ethical decision making to a problem (such as energy, population, hunger), and a journal
of reflections on course material, as well as class participation.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for an average of three hours daily.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles Memorial Chapel classroom.

THE UNCONSCIOUS
Dr. Deborah Salisbury

PH 220
Off;l.ce,

(IC1
·F rench House 4A

Course Description: This course will examine the term "unconscious" as it appears
in popular, psychological, and philosophical literature. Students will explore the many
meanings of this term and its usefulness in understanding human behavior and thought,
and will also evaluate objections to theories based on the concept of the unconscious.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of quizzes, two exams,
and a paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two-hour sessions five days per week.
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday Bush 125.
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READINGS IN WESTERN RELIGION
Dr. Theodore Darrah

Office:

(DS)
R 195
French House

Course Description: This is a course in reading some of the classical staternent-s
that have come out of the religions of the West. The aim of the course is to acquaint
students with some religious literature of the Western culture.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of two written
reports and one report on a selected book.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two hours per day, four days each week, for
the first two weeks of the term, as well as the last one and one-half weeks.
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Tuesday in Dr • .Darrah's office.
INTIMACY AND THE FUTURE OF MARRIAGE
Office:
Dr. A. Arnold Wettstein

(IC)
R 291
Knowles Memorial Chapel

Course Description: This course is an exploration into the pressures and problems
of traditional marriage in contemporary society and an examination of alternative lovepartnerships. The object of the course is to facilitate the clarification of the
personal, social and ethi c al issues by students and their formulation of their own
views. Special seminars on sexuality, myths, fallacies and holistic attitudes as well
as exercises in developing communications skills are included.
Means for Evaluation: Students will prepare and present special reports on
particular issues and submit essays on summary questions pertaining to class discussions
and the readings.
Class Meetings: Class will meet four mornings per week from 9: 30 A.M. to 12 noon.
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A.M. Monday in Knowles Memorial Chapel classroom.

BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF NUTRITION
Staff
Office:

B 112

(IC)
Bush Science Center

Course Description: This course is a survey of the basic concepts of good nutrition
from infancy to old age. Topics of discussion will include obesity, heart disease,
vegetarianism, digestion, metabolism, fetal development and world food problems. In
weekly lab sessions students will observe enzyme reactions, test for nutrients, use the
metric system, analyze foods qualitatively and quantitatively. This is a laboratory
course for non-majors.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on three examinations, including a
final exam, and written reports for each laboratory.
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week for two-hour sessions, in addition to 2-1/2 hour in .laboratory twice weekly.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 207 •

. VERTEBRATE HISTOLOGY AND MICROTECHNIQUE
B 391
Dr. James Small
Office: Bush 209

(DS)

Course Description: This course is an introduction to the study of vertebrate
cells and tissues. Lecture and discussion topics will include tissue preparation, identification, physiology, morphology, and histochemistry. By the end of the term, students
should have a good knowledge of comparative Vertebrate Histology and be able to prepare
microscope slides,
Means for Evaluation: Two written examinations (including the microscopic indentification of vertebrate tissues) will be given, and students will also prepare a set of
microscope slides.
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Class Meetings: Formal class sessions will be held four days per week for two to
two and one-half hours per day, but most of the course is individual laboratory work.
Students may work on their own in the laboratory after the formal meetings.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 204.
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Dr. Herbert Hellwege

(IC)

ES-C 110
Office: Bush 317

Course Description: This course is a brief introduction to chemical principles
and concepts with application to environmental problems, It aims to provide students
with a better comprehension of environmental problems faced by modern society: the
disposal of solid wastes; the energy crisis with its attending difficulties of pollution;
water pollution from agricultural, industrial, and domestic wastes; and the production
of enough food to eliminate starvation.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of their performance
on tests, homework assignments, laboratory work, and a special project,
Class Meetings: Class will meet three days weekly for three-hour sessions. In
addition, there will be two weekly laboratory sessions lasting 2 to 3 hours each and
field trips.
First Class Meeting: 8:30 A.M. Monday in Bush 301.
INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS
Dr. Robert Ridgway

C 399
Office:

(IC)
Bush 310

Course Description: This course is designed to provide the student with an understanding of instrumental techniques important to the chemist and to develop facility in
the use of these techniques, Instrumental design and the interpretation of data will
be stressed, and a brief introduction to the electronic theory used in the instruments
will be provided, The techniques covered include: atomic absorp·t ion and flame spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible-fluorescent spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy and separation methods (gas-liquid, liquid, TLC, etc,),
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on written reports, oral and
written quizzes, and a final examination,
Class Meetings: Will be scheduled as necessary.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 303,
MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Dr, R. E. Roth

M 191
Office:

(IC)
Bush 329A

Course Description: This course is for those students who are not mathematically
inclined, but who are willing to work hard to achieve the ability to use the hand calculator and to interpret some of the statistics enco\llltered in daily situations, All students are expected to devote a minimum of 40 hours per week to the course.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on work in laboratory, quizzes, and
one written report.
Class Meetings: There will be ' lO hours per week devoted to classroom instruction
and 5 hours per week in laboratory, in addition to 15 hours weekly outside the classroom.
First Class Meeting: 8 A.M. Monday in Bush 326,
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CONSUMER MATHEMATICS
Dr. Alexandra Skidmore

M 192
Office:

(IC)
329D

Course Description: This course focuses on the mathematics involved in personal
finance, and includes such topics as interpreting bills and bank statements, insurance
rates, comparative price shopping, metric conversions, the computation of earnings on
investments. A pocket calculator with memory and a xY key is required. This is a
course designed for students not planning to elect any other mathematics courses.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on homework assignments, quizzes,
and a ~ t e s t .
Class Meetings: Class will meet for three hours, Monday through Friday.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 328.

INDUCTIVE METHODS IN MATHEMATICS
Office:
Mr. Ralph Naleway

M 193
Bush 329E

(DS)

Course Description: Designed primarily for students of science and mathematics,
this course deals with mathematical discovery through experimentation. Students will
be introduced to several topics in number theory and modern algebra. Within the framework of these topics, students will gather data, formulate hypotheses concerning their
findings, test these by gathering further experimental evidence, and draw conclusions.
The student will be encouraged to search for related results in mathematical literature.
A brief course in BASIC programming will be included so that the PDP computer can be
used for gathering data.
Means for Evaluation: The final grade will be determined by the quality and quantity (minimum specified) of the computer assisted research project plus an oral final
examination.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily fo_r 2~1/2 hours the first week, and afternoon
sessions will be held for students who need assistance in computer programming. There
will also be individual conferences twice a week.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M . Monday in Bush 325.

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Dr. John Bowers
Office: Bush 329C

M 399

(IS)

Course Description: A student will pick a topic of his own choosing after consultation with the instructor. The topic, methods of investigation and the means of evaluation will be agreed upon in advance and will constitute a contract that the student
must fulfill. This course is required of all mathematics majors.
Means for Evaluation: This will be agreed upon in advance. The instructor will
judge the student's performance on his fulfillment of the contract.
Class Meetings: The instructor will meet individually with the student as necessary.

ELECTRONICS
Dr. J. F. Mulson

P 195
Office:

(IC)
Bush 130

Course Description: This course is a study of solid state electronics with an
emphasis on integrated circuits. Topics to be included are power supplies, amplifiers,
clocks and timers, gating, and some digital work.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on a laboratory work book, two
tests, and one project chosen by the student,
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Class Meetings: Three-hour daily laboratory sessions will be required, with
optional afternoon work as well.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 130.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY
Mr. Edward Scheer

ES7G 294
Office: Bush 230

(IC)

Course Description: Two major components comprise this course. First, geological
resources will be studied including their origin, composition and classification, distribution, their exploration, recovery and utility. Laboratory and field trips will
stress economically important minerals, rocks, and fossil fuels as well as visits to
geologically based extractive industries in the Central Florida area. Second, emphasis
will be given to case studies of geologic hazards such as earthquakes, volcanism, and
damages induced by water and slope movements. The implications that geologically hostile
environments hold for rational planning processes will be discussed.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on exams and a case study class
report.
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week for two-hour sessions, and laboratory sessions will be held twice weekly for approximately two hours.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 222,

SCIENCE
COMPUTERS IN THE SCIENCES
Dr. Robert Carson
Dr. John Ross

SC 160
Office:
Office:

(IC)
Bush 114
Bush 107

Course Description: This course :ts an introduction to beginning and advanced
progranmrlng using the BASIC language on the Rollins time-sharing computer system. Along
with the language study, students will examine such topics as simple computer logic and
design, programming methods for analyzing data, and applications to the fields of physics,
chemistry, and biology. The course aims to prepare students to be able to use the computer in other courses at Rollins by teaching them how to translate physical problems
into computer programs in an orderly fashion,
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on sey_eral quizzes, numerous .computer programming exercises, and a project which is worth up to 50% of the grade.
Class Meetings: For the first half of the course, class will meet daily for
lecture/discussion sessions, plus several labs. The last half of the course will consist
of individual conferences on the projects, and a few general lectures.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 114.
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD METHODS
Dr. Marilyn Stewart

BR 192
Office:

(IC)
Knowles 208A

Course Description: An experience in archeological field work involving actual excavation and/or survey of sites in Central Florida, this course wi.11 be primarily interested in examining ecological relationships of Central Florida Indians of the _past in
order to better understand humankind as part of the natural system. It is hoped that
students will gain an appreciation of archeology and what is involved in studying past
ways of life.
·
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Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on a field log and one exam.
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week in the field and one day per
week in the laboratory.
First Class Meeting: 8 A.M. Monday in Knowles B3.

GAY SEXUALITY
Dr. Arthur Jones

BH 279
Office:

(IC)
PAB B

Course Description: This course will explore the respective bag of tricks of both
the gay antagonist and protagonist, And with passion and patience travel an unfamiliar
path of morality, family and personal development, choice, seduction, politics, discrimination, legal harrassment, a. mirror-image subculture of lovers, couples, conmdtrnents,
relationships, infidelity, frustration and happiness. The basic objective of the course
is to explore the many dimensions of gay subculture.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on participation and a significant
research paper.
Class Meetings: Some class meetings will be during evening hours, and some days
will involve out-of-town trips. Students registering for this class must have scheduling
flexibility.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Park Avenue Building B.

THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Dr. John Weiss

BH 290
Office: Knowles 204

(DS)

Course Description: This course is about the revolution which in 1948 established
the current state of the People I s Republic of China. While the course will go into a
brief history of the events which led to the founding of "Red China," it will be taught
from the point of view of the sociologist. The emphasis will be on ideology as a motivating force, the writings of Chairman Mao as a statement of this ideology, and the way
the ideology is being put into practice. Areas of interest will be the reorganization
of Chinese industry, the communal agricultural projects, the restructuring of the family,
and so on.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on the required readings (8 books),
an oral one-hour mid-term exam, a final exam, and course participation. In addition,
each student will compile a resource file and present a project based on this work.
Class Meetings: Class will . meet four days per week for two-hour discussion sessions
and three days per week in the afternoons for guest speakers, films, T .-V. tapes, etc.
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Knowles 207.

SYSTEMS PSYCHOLOGY IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
BH 390
Dr, Roger Ray
Office: Knowles 214

(DS)

Course Description: This course is designed as an introduction to elernentary personal and business systems analysis. It aims to teach business and business-oriented
psychology students practical techniques of personal time management and goal priority
planning, business organizational systems analysis, and work-tirne movement assessments.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on total performance, utilizing
library resources and one or two assigned texts.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week beginning at 9 A.M.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 208.
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FLORIDA I S ENVIRONMENT
Dr. Thomas Harblin

BR 391
Office:

(DS)
Knowles 214

Course Description: The primary purpose of this course is to provide on-site
familiarity with a variety of the diverse ecosystems that are found in Florida. Students
will develop an understanding of these ecosystems in an historical and evolutionary context, with particular attention to human impacts upon them, and efforts to manage and
preserve the selected example systems,. The course will involve on-campus seminars in
prepa·r ation for site visits, which will consist of a series of from one to four day overnight camping trips. Students should be prepared for considerable walking, canoeing,
and tenting under potentially difficult conditions.
Means for Evaluation: Specific evaluation formats will be negotiated. Students
should expect to keep observation journals, to review and critique readings, to develop
an article file of research and instructional materials, and to plan for one extended
written analysis of the field experiences.
Class Meetings: On-campus meetings will involve one or two group meetings per
week, which may involve some evenings. Weekdays will require considerable time for
reading and independent and small-group research. Most of the overnight trips will be
taken during weekends with some one-day trips during the week.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 101,

FIELD EXPERIENCE
Dr. Carol Burnett

BR 397/497
(IS)
Office: Knowles 207

Course Description: This is a course in which field experiences are arranged to
fit the student's needs and interests, The areas involved are Learnirtg Disabifities,
Retardation, Professional Psychology, etc, Students will work with professionals in
these areas on a day-by-day basis.
Means for Evaluation: Students will keep journals of their experiences. The
supervising institution and the college supervisor will determine grades with input from
the student.
Class Meetings: Students will work full time at the institution during the week,
and will meet with the college supervisor once per week,
First Class Meeting: To be arranged.

ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
PERSONAL ECONOMICS
Mr. Kenna Taylor
Mr. Arthur Kenison

EC 102
Office:
Office:

(IC)
Crummer 208
Crummer 216

Course Description: This course is designed for the student with little or no
previous knowledge of economics and aims to provide the student with a conceptual framework and analytical tools useful for personal decision making. Cases that simulate many
of the actual economic decisions faced by the working adult will be used to motivate the
understanding of concepts and· tools.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on two exams, three cases to be
turned in, and class participation including case studies.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily for two hours.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in CrUllllller 317,
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INVESTMENTS
Mr. Ross Evans

EC 308
Office:

(IC)
Crummer 116

Course Description: This course is largely a study of investments in stocks and
bonds. However, some emphasis is given to other forms of investments, especially real
estate. Course obj_ectives are as follows: to build a financial and investment vocabulary; to provide inquiry into business problems and current trends; to read financial
statements intelligently; and to better understand the working of our capitalistic
economy, the political philosophy of the times, and the future trends of the economy and
their effects on business.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on several tests, three or more
assignments, special reports, and class discussion.
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two hours each day, five days per week.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Crummer 112.

MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS
Dr. Heather Slemmer

EC 390
Office:

(IC)
Cnm1111er 109

Course Description: This course is designed to familiarize the student with mathematical tools used in economic analysis. Economic examples will be liberally used to demonstrate areas of application. Mathematical methods will include use of differentiation,
partial differentiation, LaGrange Multipliers, vectors, matrix algebra, the simplex method
and linear programming,
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on homework and two tests.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily for two-hour sessions.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Crummer 316,

HISTORY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Dr. Wayne Hales

EC 395
Office:

(IC)
Crummer 118

Course Description: This course examines the development of economic analysis
from the 18th century through the mid-20th century. Topics will include Mercantilism,
Physiocracy, the Classical school, Marxism, Institutionalism, the Nee-classical school,
and Keynesianism. The objectives of the course are to relate developments in economic
analysis to the social and political milieu from which they emerged,
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on one mid-term and one final exam
plus one assigned topic term paper of 10 to 15 pages.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week for two hours, and for longer
sessions when students are presenting papers during the final two weeks,
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Crummer 221.

MARKETING RESEARCH AND DECISION MAKING
Dr. Frank Dasse
Office:

BA 390
Crummer 313

(IC}

Course Description: This course is an intensive study of the problems of marketing,
research, and managerial decision making, and will emphasize substantial use of research
material and techniques, The class will act as a market research firm working on a
current problem for a client, This will entail gathering information, analyzing the
data and reporting the results to the client.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on participation and understanding
as well as oral and written presentations,
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week for three hours.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. 'Monday in Crummer 213.
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(IC)

BA 392
Crummer 110

ACCOUNTING FOR NON-BUSINESS MAJORS
Office:
Mr. John McCall

Course Description: This course will be an intensive study of accounting theory
as applied in the business world, without all of the detail of debits and credits. An
emphasis will be placed upon the role of accounting data in the managerial decision
making process.
Means for Evaluation: Homework will be assigned on a frequent basis. Such assignments will require reading of current accounting topics with either a verbal or written
report being presented. Reinforcement of writing skills will be required, and solving
of accounting problems will be kept to a minimum. Student participation will be one of
the major determinants of the final grade, as well as weekly tests covering material
discussed during the week.
Class Meetings: Class will meet two hours per day, five days per week.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Crunnner 220.

BUSINESS AND SOCIETY:
Dr. Julian Vincze

ENVIRONMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY
Office: Crunnner 209

BA 490

(IC)

Course Description: This course seeks to relate business to the whole societal
system. If business wishes to remain viable and potent in its role as a major social
institution within the modern environment, it must relate and adapt to the dynamics of
the environment. The course is designed to stimulate discussion of the most important
issues in contemporary society,
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation wil l-- be bas-e d on w·r itten exams, contributions to
class discussions, written and oral reports-, and an extensive term paper.
Class Meetings: Class· will meet four mornings per week, three hours per day.
First Class Meeting: 9 A,M. Monday· in Cnlllllller 223.

FORECASTING FOR MANAGEMENT
Mr. William Hepburn

BA 491
Office:

(IC)
Crumrner 210

Course Description: This course focuses on applied sales forecasting methods.
Emphasis is given to quantitiaive techniques using real cases and data to show the
approach to various forecasting situations. Time series analysis, regression analysis,
and other causal models will be examined, and government and industry information
sources will be used supplementary to the text.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on two examinations and several
short projects.
Class Meetings: Class will meet two hours per day, five days per week.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Crummer 219.

EDUCATION
SPEED READING THROUGH THE LIBERAL ARTS
Dr. Virginia Stevens
Office:

(IC)
ED 191
Park Avenue Building Room 17

Course Description: Continuous improvement of the rate of reading, vocabulary,
and comprehension is needed in order to maximize the college experience. Upon completion
of this course, students may expect to have at least doubled their present reading rate
without sacrificing comprehension. An intensive course designed specifically for freshmen and sophomores, it should be selected by only those students who really want to change
their reading habits.
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Means for EvaluatiQn; Eya;t,uation will be based on daily reading assignments, weekly
vocabulary tests, and groundwork prepared for a research paper. Daily attendance will
be required.
Class Meetings: Class will meet three hours per day, Monday through Thursday.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in the Park Avenue Building Leaming Center.

ED 291
(DS)
Park Avenue Building Room

DIRECTED OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION
Dr. Nancy McAleer
Office:

Course Description: In this course, students will be placed as teacher assistants
in area schools, where they will spend four hours each morning working with teachers of
elementary or secondary students. Daily attendance at the assigned ' school is required,
and transportation to and frol!l the schools must be arranged. It is hoped that the exposure to this course will help potential teachers decide if education is the field of
their interest.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on a daily log, a self-evaluation
paper, classroom teacher evaluation and evaluation made from observations by the professor. This course will be graded on a credit/no credit basis.
Class Meetings: The class will meet twice as a group for orientation before going
into the schools and once for culmination at the end. Additional workshops, PTA meetings,
and school board meetings are also encouraged.
First Class Meeting: To be arranged.

FIELD EXPERIENCE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Dr. Michael Kahn
Office:

ED 292
(DS)
Park Avenue Building

Course Description: Students involved in this course will have an opportunity to
work as a volunteer in a special education program or school. Each student will choose
one of the following areas of exceptionality: emotionally disturbed, learning disabled,
mentally retarded, physically handicapped, unusually impaired, hearing impaired, or
gifted. Grades will be given on a credit/no credit basis only.
Means 'for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on evaluations written by the supervising teachers, attendance and participation in campus meetings, and a paper.
Class Meetings: Students will attend the public schools Monday through Thursday
from 8:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M., and on Fridays will attend seminars from 10 A.M. to 12 Noon.
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A.M. Monday in Park Avenue Building Room 9.

HISTORY
HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER
Dr. Jack Lane

Office:

H 190
Knowles 114

(DS)

Course Description: This course is designed to introduce students to the processes
of writing a research paper, dealing with both the researching of the topic and the
writing of the paper itself. . Throughout the course, students will work closely with the
instructor in order to produce an acceptable research paper. Although students will be
asked to choose historical topics, the methods and techniques employed will be those
common to all disciplines, and the acquired skills will be easily transferable.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on examinations on assigned readings,
students I responses to the various steps in researching and writing, and the final paper.
Class Meetings: For the first weeks of the term, daily meetings will be held. Individual meetings will be held as necessary during the final weeks of the term.
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 112.

-
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN POLITICAL CULTURE
H-PO 290
Dr. ·Thomas Lairson
Office: Knowles 104
Dr. Gary Williams
Office: Knowles 107

(IC)

Course Description: This course will examine the origins, historical development,
and contemporary manifestations of ideology in the U.S. Students will be exposed to: major
interpretations of the development of American liberalism and to critical analyses of its
basic assumptions. A central theme will be an examination of Lockean liberalism as the
core of American political thought and culture, as manifested in the following concepts:
private property, possessive individualism, competition and the marketplace, success
mythology, human nature, democratic capitalism, equal opportunity, progress, and Social
Darwinism. The object of the course is to encourage critical reading, analytical thinking
and precise and concise writing about American ideology.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on written exercises and class
discussion on daily assigned readings, written and oral presentations, analytical papers,
and a take-home final paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week for two hours.
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A.M. Monday in Woolson House.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
THE POLITICS OF THE THIRD WORLD
Dr. Luis Valdes
Office:

PO 390
Knowles 110

(IC)

Course Description: This course introduces the student to an in-depth study of the
political life of two-thirds of the people of the world, those who live in the more impoverished regions of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The comparative approach is used
to explore the general patterns, the more striking similarities and differences, in the
way of life of more than one hundred nations, in order to gain a better understanding of
the political life of mankind, because the course will focus on types of politics more
typical of the human condition than western democracy or communism.
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on oral reports, written abstracts
of readings, a · final examination, and a research paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet from 1 to 3 P.M. Tuesdays and Thurdsays,
First Class Meeting: 1 P.M. Tuesday in Knowles 111.
LIBRARY
HOW TO FIND OUT
Mr. George Larsen and Staff

L 101
Office:

(IC)
Mills Memorial Library

Course Description: This course is for students who wish to learn to use library
resources efficiently and effectively in order to produce a research paper, Its objectives
are (1) to promote an understanding of the different types of materials available in libraries and to show their scope, arrangement, interrelationship, and use; (2) to provide
instruction in the· use of the card catalog, bibliographies, and indexes; and (3) to acquaint
the student with the techniques employed to produce a research paper. During the latter
portion of the course, students will prepare a preliminary outline, bibliography cards,
note . cards, detailed outline, bibliography, first draft, and final draft of a term paper.
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of class participation,
graded practical exercises, and the final paper.
Class Meetings: Class will meet daily for three hours the first three weeks, and
there will be group and individual confe,rences as required thereafter, .
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Mills Memorial Library Browsing Room.
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III OFF-CAMPUS GROUP STUDIES
LISTING OF STUDIES
Course Number

~

Topic

A 197

Italy

The Art and Architecture
of the Italian Renaissance

*

Lemon

BH 269

Republic of Mexico

The Valley of Mexi co: From
Pre-Columbian Times to the
Present

C

Pequeno

BH 297

Rollins Campus and
:Puerto Rico

Field School on Primate
Behavior

Lauer

B 397

Rollins Campus and
Central Ameri ca

Tropical Biology

Richard

COIIllllUilications 1979

Rodgers
Hill

CM 397

· Rollins Campus- and
New· York City

~

Instruc tor

EC 397

London

Th.e Economic Effects of
British Management and
Its Environment

FL 292

Cuba

Cuba 1979

C

Danowitz

GN 197

Munich and Vienna

German Language and
Culture

*

Bonnell

SH 197

Spain

The Culture and Civilization of Spain

*

Stadt

H 192

London

English Heritage

*

Levis

TA 197

London

Lively Arts in London
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Juergens

Title:

FltELD SCHOOL ON PR,Il1A'l'E BAHAVIOR

Course Number:

BH 297

Location:

Rollins Campus and Puerto Rico

Instructor:

Dr. Carol Lauer.

Course Description:

This course is an intensive study of primate behavior and of field
techniques in animal behavior. Following two weeks of readings
and seminars held on the Rollins campus and trips within . the area,
students will leave for Puerto Rico where thev will observe colonies
of monkeys at La Parguera, St. John, and Cayo· Santiago, Students
will make daily observations on the monkeys, experiment with several
field techniques, and finally concentrate observations on one particular aspect of behavior, Students will also visit some other
Caribbean research facilities to become familiar with work on
Primate reproductive behavior, as well as tropical and coral reef
ecosystems.

Prerequisites:

None

Requirements:

Students will be responsible for completing a written exam, taking
notes on behaviors observed, and writing a sunnnary report on what
they have learned,

Approximate Cost:

$360.

Title:

TROPICAL BIOLOGY

Course Number:

B 397

Location:

Rollins Campu~ and Central America

Instructor:

Dr. David Richard

Course Description:

Conducted at selected field locations in the American Tropics, this
course is a directed field-oriented study in the systematics, ecology, biogeography and behavior of tropical biota with an emphasis on
representative ecosystems of Central America: lowland and montaine
rain forests, mangroves, cloud forests, and paramo. The approach
will be a general ecological-geographic survey with major emphasis
on recognition and study of the dominant biota of the principle biota
syst~ms of the Neotropics. This course is designed to allow . maximum
student participation in the comprehensive study of tropical areas
where energy flow, species diversity, and productivity are highest.

Prerequisites:

Biology 209 or the consent of the instructor.

Requirements:

Students will be required to complete daily quizzes while on the
Rollins campus, complete a field notebook and lists of species,
participate in evening seminars during the field work, work on a
semi-independent field research project, and a final field report,

Approximate Cost:

$680,

Office:
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Office:

Knowles 20

Bush 212

Title:

FIELD SCHOOL ON PR.DIA.TE BAHAVIOR

Course Number:

BR 297

Location:

Rollins Campus and Puerto Rico

Instructor:

Dr. Carol Lauer .

Course Description:

This course is an intensive study of primate behavior and of field
techniques in animal behavior. Following two weeks of readings
and seminars held on the Rollins campus and trips within . the area,
students will leave for Puerto Rico where they will observe colonies
of monkeys at La Parguera, St. John, and Cayo Santiago. Students
will make daily observations on the monkeys, experiment with several
field techniques, and finally concentrate observations on one particular aspect of behavior. Students will also visit some other
Caribbean research facilities to become familiar with work on
Primate reproductive behavior, as well as tropical and coral reef
e co sys terns.

Prerequisites:

None

Requirements:

Students will be responsible for completing a written exam, taking
notes on behaviors observed, and writing a summary report on what
they have learned.

Approximate Cost:

$360.

Title:

TROPICAL BIOLOGY

Office:

Knowles 20

Course Number:

B 397

Location:

Rollins Campu~ and Central America

Instructor:

Dr. David Richard

Course Description:

Conducted at selected field locations in the American Tropics, this
course is a directed field-oriented study in the systematics, ecology, biogeography and behavior of tropical biota with an emphasis on
representative ecosystems of Central America: lowland and montaine
rain forests, mangroves, cloud forests, and paramo. The approach
will be a general ecological-geographic survey with major emphasis
on recognition and study of the dominant biota of the principle biota
systems of the Neotropics. This course is designed to allow . maximum
student participation in the comprehensive study of tropical areas
where energy flow, species diversity, and productivity are highest.

Prerequisites:

Biology 209 or the consent of the instructor.

Requirements:

Students will be required to complete daily quizzes while on the
Rollins campus, complete a field notebook and lists of species,
participate in evening seminars during the field work, work on a
semi-independent field research project, and a final field report.

Approximate Cost:

$680.
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Office:

Bush 212

Title:

COMMUNICATIONS 1979

Course Number:

CM 397

Location:

Rollins Campus and New York City
Office:

WPRK

Instructor:

Dr. Charles Rodgers

Course Description:

This course is designed to inform and update students about what
is currently happening in the field of communications, The first
week will be spent in New York City visiting various T.V. studios,
advertising agencies, public relations firms and book publishing
houses, Returning to Rollins, the class will be visited by numerous
Central Florida communications people who will lecture and discuss
the communications field on a local level.

Prerequisites:

Communications major; CM 142, 241, or other CM courses,

Requirements:

Several research papers on specific areas of communications will
be required, Numerous oral presentations concerning the communications field will also be required, A daily journal will be kept.

Approximate Cost:

$400,

Title:

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF BRITISH MANAGEMENT AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

Course Number:

EC 397

Location:

London

Instructor:

Dr. Donald Hill

Course Description:

This seminar is a study of British economic growth and development
as affected by philosophies and policies of management, government,
and labor unions in selected industries. In addition to library
resources, students will visit and have seminars with top management,
members of Parliament of the three principle political parties, and
labor union officials. Readings and seminars are required during
the Fall term 1978,

Prerequisites:

Open to sophomores and above who have completed EC 212, and who
are not on academic or social probation,

Requirements:

Students will be required to read books on reserve during the Fall
term 1978, and attend seminars during this time as well. Additional
seminars will be scheduled during the Winter term in London. Grades
will be given on the basis of student participation in seminars
and visits, and the resulting research paper,

Approximate Cost:

$900,

Office:
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Crummer 115

Title:

CUBA 1979

Course Number:

FL 197

Location:

Cuba

Instructor:

Dr. Edward Danowitz

Course Description:

This course is an in-depth study of the social system and culture
of Cuba and the place of Cuba in the world today, The study will
be based upon background readings, in-country visits to schools,
factories, youth centers, theatres, and cultural centers. Meetings
will be scheduled with government and political officials, student
organizations, workers and professional men and women to provide
direct communication, This may be a language opportunity for
Spanish students; however, knowledge of the Spanish language is
not a requisite for participation,

Prerequisites:

None

Requirements:

Students will be required to maintain a daily diary and to produce
a detailed report of the in-country study as it relates to the
students' major area of study at Rollins (or in an area agreed
upon by the instructor and student).

Approximate Cost:

$831.

Title:

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Course Number:

GN 197

Location:

Munich and Vienna

Instructor:

Dr. Peter Bonnell

Course Description:

The purpose of this course is to give German language students an
opportunity to practice and improve their German by being constantly
exposed to it, and to initiate students interested in German culture
to all aspects of German and Austrian culture. The trip will include
visits to art galleries, museums, historical sites, an excursion
to the Bavarian resorts, a visit to the Vienna State Opera, and the
Spanish Riding Academy, Tour lectures will be given in both German
and English.

Prerequisites:

None for German culture; at least GN 101 for German language,

Requirements:

All students will be required to keep a diary (written in German
for language majors, and in English for non-language majors), and
must read assigned newspaper articles daily. Students must also
write a research paper on one aspect of the German culture.

Approximate Cost:

$965,
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Office:

Office:

Hauck 205

Hauck 206

Title:

THE CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION OF SPAIN

Course Number:

SH 197

Location:

Spain

Instructor:

Dr. Bessie Stadt

Course Description:

This course is an in-country study-tour of the culture and layers
of civilization of Spain. In addition, students of Spanish will
gain practice in the Spanish language, and may complete a directed
and/or independent study of a literary topic (for those students
who have successfully completed SH 331-332). Visits to Madrid,
Cordoba, Sevilla, Granada, Malaga (Torremolinos), and Toledo (a
guided tour of this former capital of Spain) are included, and
over-night guided tours of Morocco-Ceuta, Tetuan and Tangier are
included as well. A knowledge of Spanish is desirable but is not
required.

Prerequisites:

Students must have reached the age of 18 before departure.

Requirements:

Students must keep a diary describing the cultural differences
of the regions visited and the reactions of the peoples to the
development of the civilization of Spain, and must complete a
written report following a prescribed format. Students who have
completed SH 331/332 must complete a term paper on a previously
selected literary topic.

Approximate Cost:

$940.

Title:

ENGLISH HERITAGE

Course Number:

H 192

Location:

London

Instructor:

Dr. Barry Levis

Course Description:

This course will examine the historical and cultural heritage of
England, especially over the past two hundred years. Student will
be able to explore London and see some of the English countryside
and at the same time study English history, literature, and the arts.
As a result, students should have a better understanding of the most
important developments in English history and culture and the context
in which they took place.

Prerequisites:

None

Requirements:

Students will be required to read three books, and' grades will be
based on class participation and a daily journal. The readings
must be incorporated into the journal.

Approximate Cost:

$1000.

Office:

Office:

~
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Hauck 200

Knowles 106

Title:

LIVELY ARTS IN LONDON

Course Number:

TA 197

Location:

London, England

Instructor:

Dr. Robert Juergens

Course Description:

This course will provide a first-hand study of theatre in London,
with students viewing at least 12 professional productions followed
by critiques. There w-i ll be tours of London drama schools, the
BBC, and s-o on, as- well as day trips to Stratford, Oxford, Cambridge,
etc. Pose-ible lectures- by eminent MP' s, poets, artists, and historians- may -be included, as will lecture-discussions with actors,
playwrights-, directors, and critics, Short daily seminars and
study tours- w:1:11 also be conducted.

Prerequisites:

None

Requirements:

Students w-:f.11 be responsible for critiques on the plays, two exams
on the material covered, and a daily diary to be submitted before the
return from Londen, A long paper based on the diary which formalizes
the impressions of the trip will be submitted upon return to campus,

Approximate Cost:

$925,
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Office:

Annie Russell Theatre

IV INDIVIDUAL OFF-CAMPUS PROJECTS
Approval Procedure
The procedure for applying for an Individual Off-Campus Winter Term Project will be as follows:
1)

Contact the host organization and discuss your preliminary plans with a representative of the organization, If the organization is local, a preliminary interview
should be arranged.

2)

Pick up three copies of the application form and complete the student portion of
these forms (one for you, one for your faculty sponsor and one which will be sent
to the host organization and then will remain in the Office of the Provost),

3)

Discuss your project with your faculty sponsor and agree on how he· or she will
communicate with you during the winter term and how your project will be evaluated .
Your faculty sponsor will need to complete one portion of these forms and sign
them. The sponsor should keep one copy of this form.

4)

Obtain the signature of the academic adviser and send one copy of the application
form directly to the host organization with an appropriate covering letter. Also
send the attached (Intent to Apply) slip to the Office of the Provost,

5)

See your advisor between October 25 and November 3 and fill out a winter term
registration form, Enter the name of your proposed individual Off-Campus Project
as your first choice, and enter the titles of two on-campus courses that you
would be interested in taking if your proposal is not approved.

6)

The host organization will send a completed copy of this form directly to the
Office of the Provost, The completed fo-rm must be received by the Office of the
Provost by October 25 in order to be considered, You should notify the host
organization of this deadline in your covering letter .

7)

The proposal will then be considered by a Faculty Review Committee, Students will
be notified about approval or disapproval of their project by November 15. The
approval process must be initiated by the student at the beginning of the fall
term, Keep in mind that no proposals will be accepted after October 25. As you
are cons·idering a possible proposal, you should be cognizant of the fact that it
must be an academic endeavor, since you will be receiving academic credit for
your work, It should involve you in more than just the acquisition of practical
skills in a particular occupation by being clearly related to some academic discipline, Purely recreational projects should be avoided, You are encouraged to
avoid conflict of interest situations such as family employment or supervision,
wage earning, the continuation of a summer job or proposing a project at home or
at some out-of-town location when similar opportunities are available in the
Orlando/Winter P-ark area,
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V

ENGINEERING COURSES AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS

Through a cooperative agreement with the School of Engineering and Applied Science at
Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, pre-engineering students at Rollins College
have the opportunity to enroll in two-week intensive engineering courses on the Washington
University campus. These courses are specifically designed for pre-engineering students'
attending colleges that participate in 3-2 agreements with Washington University. They
allow students to explore and confirm interests in engineering and to sample the various
engineering curricula. They also provide the students and faculty the opportunity to
verify the student's ability in engineering and applied sciences.
Rollins will accept these three semester hour courses as equivalent to one Rollins winter
term course, In addition, the student will earn credit which will make the completion of
a degree in engineering at one of the 3-2 cooperative institutions easier, The cost of
this program to each student will be a tuition of $435, housing and meals $198, for a
total of $633, The student should also allow for travel expenses and $45 for incidentals.
Students who qualify for this program will receive a refund for that portion of their
Rollins tuition which they have paid and a refund for a portion of their board fee. However, since the College must r eserve rooms, we will not be able to refund any portion of
the housing charge. In addition, Washington University at St, Louis will provide to deserving students a two-thirds tuition remission upon the recommendation of the faculty.
The six courses listed below will be offered from January 2 through the 18th, Each course
will involve three lecture sessions and an independent study or laboratory each day. The
student may take only one
urse during the winter term.
ChE 142

Introduction to Chemical Engineering
Prerequisite:

Calculus I, Chemistry I, Physics I

This course is intended to provide a broad understanding of basic
chemical engineering principles and activities, An attempt will be
made to illustrate what chemical engineers do and what techniques
and methods they rely on. Principles of chemical reactions, separation processes and economics of large scale production will be introduced by means of selected example. Analysis of selected unit processes
and operations and overall process synthesis with plant design will be
illustrated.
ChE, EE,

Engineering Applied to Biomedical Problems

ME 144.

CHE 240.

Prerequisite:

Calculus I and II, Physics one year

Introduction to areas of biomedical engineering where engineering
faculty are currently active, with emphasis on technology of artifici.al
organs (prosthetic heart valves, blood oxygenators, artificial kidneys,
etc,), Tours of specific facilities at Barnes Hospital, such as the
Dialysis Center, the computerized Coronary Care Unit, and the research
laboratories of the Department of Surgery, will supplement the lectures.
The course includes an individual project paper.
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CE, ME 231

Engineering Mechanics I
Prerequisite:

Calculus I, Physics I

Equilibrium of forces and moments is the primary emphasis of this
course. Applications include trusses, frames and machines. Areas
of interest are friction, internal equilibrium in solids, normal
and shear stress, elastic strain, elastic energy, and elastic deformation due to bending, shearing, and twisting.
SSM 202

Introduction to Systems Science and Mathematics I
Prerequisite:

Calculus I and II

This course is intended to provide a broad but elementary understanding
of the approaches and techniques used by systems science and by applied
mathematics through applications to fields such as economics, physics,
engineering, biology and ecology. In the case of each application, the
emphasis will be placed on demonstrating how the mathematical results
can lead to a better understanding of the natural phenomena. Analytical,
numerical, and analog simulation approaches will be used. An attempt will
be made to examine a relatively small number of problems very thoroughly
and from many points of view. This course includes an individual project.
THA 144

Introduction to Technology and Human Affairs
Prerequisite:

None

This is an introduction to problems and issues at the interface of
technology and society in which THA faculty members are currently active:
energy supply, demand and conservation; environmen tal planning and management; health care policy analysis; application of communications technology
to education and resource management; appropriate technology for international development. This course serves also as an introduction to the
techniques of technology assessment and forecasting, technology policy
analysis, user needs analysis, systems synthesis, and scenario writing.
CS, EE 360

Digital Computers:
Prerequisites:

Organization and Logical Design

Computer Programming including Fortran IV, Calculus I
and II, Electrical networks

This course examines digital computers and digital information processing
systems; Boolean algebra, principles of logical design; machine language
programming; register transfer logic; and an introduction to microprocessors.
For detailed information on this program and application forms, students should see
Dr. John Ross, Coordinator of the 3-2 Engineering Program.
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